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There may be several different translations. In fairly ear]4r time in which

th every ... unless you are ... when I was a boy, everybody knew

Everybody today .4100 years ago nobody has heard of - TheyThey

may 1 ye invented the .1. Now, in English the word science

in the last twenty/ years .../ he says ... it is particularly true of ... if you are

out of country. .. I think that the meaning is quite clear. There is going to be

a change by the removal of . .. the substituti6n of the present ... I do not see

how that is going to be .... It would seem to require a rather definite literal

element. I do not see how that can be simply a figure of speech. It would seem to

require a rather definite literality. Well, then that finishes chapter 55. And Yes? (Q)

And it will be. And it also shows something ... It is also ... I used to know

- It follows ... these things will happen and it will be. .". there will occur,

there will result, at least. There will come into existence as a result of

there will come into existence... well, now, ohIs a word which is

eee4y translated for commonly in Latin by And then they use
re

the wordIn English the word miracle (7.50) that/presents two
rendered

words in Hebrew. Sometimes in our English Bible the word miracle is . ,' open....

Sometimes where the word faith is translated miracle..., not always like that ....
outh

this word oath is much more common and ... but_eath means a sign and indication...

of something. It may be something.., you simply put something on and you

make an indication... and it has the right kind of ... It may be an indicatioof

S
s oraéthlng. It is very often an. Indication of special time which will c.ve proof."

1/ ~j
and thus q/ a miracle is an,, (ooth) It is an indication that the prophets
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